INTRODUCTION
============

Cancer chemotherapy agents are broadly categorized into "targeted" and "cytotoxic" drugs. Targeted drugs work by perturbing cancer-specific pathways, for example, by inhibiting a kinase oncogene. Cytotoxic drugs, which predate them, were in most cases discovered by empirical screening for cancer cell--killing activity or by targeting metabolic pathways needed for DNA replication. Paclitaxel, the subject of much of this essay, was discovered as a cytotoxic compound in the bark of pacific yew trees ([@B44]). Cytotoxic drugs work by damaging DNA or microtubules and are believed to gain much or all of their specificity in the human body from their ability to preferentially kill rapidly proliferating cells ([@B7]). This selectivity is evidenced by their biochemical mechanisms, effects in cell culture, and toxicity to proliferating tissues---bone marrow, gut, and hair follicles. The paradox in the title of this essay refers to the fact that these drugs can effectively shrink solid tumors in some patients despite proliferation rates in the tumor that are low, both in absolute terms and relative to the bone marrow. [@B19] also emphasized the issue of low proliferation rates in a recent review of drugs that target microtubules and mitotic kinases.

There are important reasons to pursue research on cytotoxic drugs, even though targeted drugs, with their lower toxicity and basis in rational understanding of cancer, may represent the long-term future of chemotherapy. Cytotoxic drugs can be highly effective---indeed curative in a few diseases; they are often cheaper than targeted drugs (many are off patent), and targeted drugs often work best in combination with cytotoxic drugs. For these reasons cytotoxics will certainly be used for years to come. From a basic science perspective, since we do not understand how cytotoxic drugs work as medicines, we do not know the extent to which this proven approach to chemotherapy could be rationally improved. That we lack this understanding despite decades of research reflects the complexity of the human body and its response to any drug, the difficulty of making reliable, interpretable measurements in patients, and the difficulty of accurately modeling diseases and drug responses in cell culture or animals.

ANTIPROLIFERATIVE VERSUS ANTICANCER ACTIVITY OF CYTOTOXIC DRUGS
===============================================================

My interest in cytotoxic chemotherapy was awakened by the experience of helping move specific inhibitors of mitosis into clinical trials. In the late 1990s I was part of a collaborative group that discovered a small-molecule inhibitor of mitosis called monastrol, which inhibits kinesin-5 (also called Kif11, Eg5, and KSP; [@B24]). When cancer cells treated with kinesin-5 inhibitors enter mitosis they build monopolar mitotic spindles instead of normal bipolar spindles, activate the spindle assembly checkpoint, arrest in mitosis, and later either die by apoptosis or arrest in a senescence-like G1 state ([@B30]). With the exception of the initial biochemical insult, these actions on dividing cells are similar to those of proven anticancer drugs that target microtubules, notably paclitaxel, which binds to microtubules and inhibits polymerization dynamics ([@B15]; [@B12]; [@B36]).

Paclitaxel and related drugs that inhibit microtubule polymerization dynamics have proven fairly effective for treating some epithelial tumors (breast, ovarian, lung, and others), although not all patients respond well ([@B15]; [@B7]). The hope was that kinesin-5 inhibitors would have the same anticancer activity as paclitaxel but lack its neurotoxic side effects. When patients were treated with kinesin-5 inhibitors the main effect was loss of neutrophils ([@B33]; [@B19]). This is not surprising since neutrophil progenitors in the bone marrow are among the most rapidly proliferating cells in the human body, and this toxicity is considered diagnostic of antiproliferative activity. Paclitaxel also causes loss of neutrophils, as do essentially all cytotoxic drugs. Testing whether kinesin-5 inhibitors have anticancer activity at the dose limit set by their bone marrow toxicity is difficult because patients in clinical trials often have advanced disease and have been treated with many prior drugs. Summarizing current views, it appears that kinesin-5 inhibitors stabilized tumor growth in some patients, but tumor shrinkage was rare ([@B33]; [@B19]). Kinesin-5 inhibitors thus appear to have less anticancer activity than paclitaxel. It is too early to determine whether the same is true for other mitosis-specific drugs currently in clinical trials, which target Plk1 and Aurora kinases. Their clinical profiles are more complex, and individual drugs vary in their specificity for the target kinase. So far the more specific drugs also seem to cause strong neutropenia with weak anticancer activity at the dose limit ([@B17]; [@B19]; [@B25]). Kinesin-5, Plk1, and Aurora kinases are required for division of all human cells. If it were possible to treat patients continuously with inhibitors of any of them, cancer cells could not divide and would eventually die. Bone marrow and gut toxicity prevent such continuous dosing. To be effective, a cytotoxic drug must have anticancer activity within the dose and duration of exposure limits set by its antiproliferative activity on these tissues. Paclitaxel and other drugs that inhibit microtubule polymerization dynamics achieve this, but it is not clear that the same is true for the mitosis-specific drugs tested so far.

Why would two drugs that both arrest cells in mitosis, kill cancer cells in culture and in mice, and show strong antiproliferative activity in the bone marrow differ in their anticancer activity? Is paclitaxel just better at killing dividing cancer cells, or does it have some other activity in the human body that contributes to therapy that kinesin-5 inhibitors lack? I will return to these questions, but first I examine the basic question of proliferation rates in cancer.

PROLIFERATION RATES IN NORMAL TISSUES AND TUMORS
================================================

When cultured cancer cells are treated with paclitaxel or a kinesin-5 inhibitor, only cells that enter mitosis are killed or rendered senescent ([@B3]; [@B5]; [@B12]; [@B30]; [@B36], [@B37]). Quiescent cells (cells that are in a temporary state of not dividing) or cycling cells that do not reach mitosis during drug exposure are spared. In this sense both drugs are examples of M phase--specific drugs, at least in cell culture. More classic phase-specific drugs include cytarabine, a nucleoside analogue that directly inhibits DNA replication, and methotrexate, an antimetabolite that prevents dTTP synthesis, both of which are S phase specific ([@B7]). The "fractional kill" theory for chemotherapy was developed to try to explain why a single dose of a cell cycle phase--specific cytotoxic drug only kills a fixed fraction of cancer cells, necessitating multiple doses to eradicate the tumor ([@B4]). According to this theory, only cells that pass through the relevant cell cycle phase when drug is present above its cytotoxic threshold are killed. It predicts a strong correlation between proliferation rate and drug sensitivity in both cancers and normal tissues. This prediction holds well for paclitaxel in tissue culture ([@B3]). Data from treatment of human solid tumors are more mixed. A positive correlation between proliferation rate and clinical response was seen in breast cancer for mostly DNA-targeted chemotherapy ([@B1]) but not for doctetaxel ([@B29]). Fractional kill theory engendered a keen interest in measuring cancer proliferation rates. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows some typical values.

###### 

Cell cycle kinetics in human tumors and tissues estimated by pulse labeling with ^3^H-thymidine and by doubling time.

  Cell type                              S phase cells (%)              Doubling time (d)
  -------------------------------------- ------------------------------ -------------------
  Breast cancer (primary)                2--5                           ∼40--300
  Beast cancer (metastasis)              3--14 (0--40 in individuals)   ∼30--90
  Bone marrow myeloid progenitor cells   ∼40                            ∼3
  Gut crypts                             10--16                         
  Tissue culture cell line               ∼40                            ∼1

The ranges refer to median values reported in different studies. The range inside brackets refers to individual patient values in one large study. Data from [@B40]), [@B39]), [@B26]), [@B22]), [@B1]), and [@B19]).

[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and comparable data from a large literature illustrate that individual patient tumors exhibit large variation in proliferation rate, and there is also likely to be large variation between locations in a single tumor. Despite this variation, it is clear that median proliferation rates in breast tumors are much lower than in bone marrow, somewhat lower than in gut crypts, and much lower than in typical tissue culture lines. Given these data, it is not clear how a few doses of paclitaxel can "melt away" (to borrow a phrase I have heard from clinicians) a large, slow-growing tumor in a responsive patient if it kills only dividing cells. It is also unclear how any cytotoxic drug can have strong anticancer activity at the dose limit set by bone marrow and gut toxicity if relative proliferation rates are the only source of selectivity. These are not new questions---they were posed for DNA-directed drugs in the 1960s and 1970s ([@B39]). I draw attention to them because they have not been answered, and in my view this means that we do not understand how cytotoxic drugs work as medicines. I also feel that many basic cell biologists have a naïve view of human cancers as proliferating as fast as HeLa cells in a dish, as I did until recently.

Paclitaxel has an advantage over DNA-directed drugs for discussion of the proliferation rate paradox because its actions on dividing cells generate morphological biomarkers that can be scored by microscopy ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Mitotic arrest reports a positive response to the drug in a dividing cell. Multiple interphase micronuclei, resembling a bunch of grapes, report that a cell has passed through a defective mitosis in the presence of paclitaxel ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This nuclear morphology arises because chromosomes are scattered when the cell slips out of mitotic arrest into G1, and separate nuclear envelopes re-form around small clusters of chromosomes. Nuclei do not fuse during interphase, so this morphology cannot be reversed unless the cell reenters mitosis. Mitotic arrest, visualized by conventional histology, was used to show that a fraction of the cells in a tumor arrest in mitosis before going on to die in diverse mouse ([@B27]) and human breast ([@B41]) tumors treated with paclitaxel. The fraction of cells that arrest was lower in human tumors (1--6%) than in mouse tumors (5--25%), presumably reflecting lower proliferation rates. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows images of cells in mouse tumors responding to paclitaxel, visualized by intravital imaging of green fluorescent protein (GFP)--histone. We used this technology to track responses to a single dose of paclitaxel in a human xenograft tumor that is highly paclitaxel sensitive ([@B31]). A subset of tumor cells (\<25%) underwent the typical response seen in tissue culture: mitotic arrest followed by exit into G1 with micronuclei and apoptosis either directly from mitotic arrest or following exit. The rest responded differently: proliferation and mitotic entry ceased, and mononucleated cells died out over many days, apparently without going through mitosis in drug. This proliferation block was not seen when we tracked the same cells responding to paclitaxel in culture, implying the existence of additional drug actions in the tumor environment that somehow target nondividing cells. To be optimistic, we can believe that this unexpected action of paclitaxel captures an important component of the clinical response. What might it be? We discuss four possibilities next and in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

![Chromatin morphology reports responses of dividing cancer cells to paclitaxel in a tumor. HT1080 human cancer cells expressing histone H2B-GFP were grown as xenograft tumors in window chambers in nude mice, treated with paclitaxel, and imaged by laser confocal microscopy. Cells that divided in drug proceeded from mitotic arrest to multiple micronuclei and apoptosis. Next to far right and far right, sequential images of the same cell from a movie. (From [@B31].)](1fig1){#F1}

![Potential actions of paclitaxel on tumor cells. Green arrows show cell cycle transitions. Red arrows show the only well-characterized drug action---killing cancer cells that enter mitosis. Blue arrows show hypothetical mechanisms for killing quiescent cancer cells that would provide solutions to the proliferation rate paradox.](1fig2){#F2}

Solution 1: Drug retention
--------------------------

Paclitaxel is retained in tumor cells for many days after it has been washed out of the circulation (e.g., [@B28]). It is thus possible that its only cytotoxic action is to kill cells that enter mitosis ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, red arrow) and that prolonged drug retention by quiescent cells is sufficient to kill them as they slowly enter mitosis. Drug retention cannot be solely responsible for the efficacy of paclitaxel in the HT1080 xenograft model discussed earlier because the majority of tumor cells appeared to die without passing through a drug-arrested mitosis ([@B31]). However, the relevance of this finding to responses in human tumors is unclear. Drug retention may be an important factor in clinical efficacy of microtubule-targeting drugs and could help resolve the proliferation rate paradox.

Solution 2: Paclitaxel kills quiescent cancer cells
---------------------------------------------------

This is the most straightforward explanation for death of nonproliferating cells in solid tumors. Quiescent cells contain dynamic microtubules, so they will certainly be perturbed by paclitaxel. The question is, does this perturbation kill them? Cancer cells in culture exposed to paclitaxel at therapeutically relevant concentrations rarely die unless they enter mitosis ([@B3]; [@B12]), but perhaps quiescent cells are more sensitive in tumors? Some aspects of the tumor environment, such as nutrient and oxygen deprivation, promote cell death ([@B46]). Others, such as contact with extracellular matrix, promote survival ([@B45]). Paclitaxel could act directly on quiescent cells to tip this balance toward cell death in the tumor environment. This would explain the activity of microtubule-targeting drugs and lack of activity of mitosis-specific drugs in human tumors ([@B19]). It would also explain the mitosis-independent cell death that we observed in the xenograft tumor model discussed earlier, although I am skeptical, given the lack of killing of quiescent cells by paclitaxel in tissue culture.

If a cytotoxic drug kills quiescent cells, why does it not destroy every tissue in the human body? The tumor environment could be proapoptotic, but in addition, cancer cells may be intrinsically apoptosis sensitive. Cancer cells are selected for resistance to apoptosis ([@B46]), so we might then expect cancer cells to be generally more apoptosis resistant than their normal counterparts when challenged with chemotherapy drugs. However, when responses to antimitotic drugs were compared in dividing cells in culture, most epithelial cancer cell lines underwent apoptosis *more* readily than noncancer immortalized lines and primary cells ([@B30]; [@B36]). Proliferating noncancer cells trend to enter a senescence-like state after exit from mitotic arrest rather than initiate apoptosis ([@B5]). By these measures, dividing cancer cells are often *more* apoptosis sensitive than dividing normal cells. Leukocytes, whether normal or cancer derived, are also highly prone to apoptosis during mitotic arrest, which may help account for the bone marrow toxicity of mitosis-specific drugs ([@B42]). [@B20] proposed the "mitochondrial priming" theory to account for enhanced apoptosis sensitivity of cancer cells. His idea is that whereas antiapoptotic pathways are often up-regulated in cancer, concurrent up-regulation of proapoptotic BH3-only BCL-2--family proteins often renders the cancer cell closer to the threshold of apoptosis than its normal counterpart. Concurrent up-regulation of proapoptotic and antiapoptotic regulators "primes" cancer cells to initiate an apoptotic response to chemotherapy drugs that inhibit antiapoptotic pathways. Some cancers evolve apoptosis resistance by mechanisms that cannot be reversed by drugs, such as complete loss of Bax and Bak, but this is less common than drug-reversible mechanisms ([@B11]). Normal cells survive in drug, or choose senescence over apoptosis, because they lack proapoptotic activation and are not primed. Pretreatment measurements of mitochondrial priming predict clinical responses to chemotherapy and might be useful for guiding treatment ([@B8]).

Solution 3: Paclitaxel targets noncancer cells in the tumor
-----------------------------------------------------------

Because microtubules are present in most cells, paclitaxel must act on noncancer cells in tumors, including endothelial cells, stromal fibroblasts, and leukocytes ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Some of these actions might be important for, and even central to, the therapeutic response.

*Endothelium*: Tumors depend on blood vessels for oxygen and nutrients, and microtubules play important roles in endothelial cells. Drugs that depolymerize microtubules, notably combretastatin, can promote tumor regression by damaging established blood vessels, with unexplained tumor selectivity ([@B16]). Paclitaxel lacks comparable damaging effects on established endothelial barriers ([@B43]) but might still cause some kind of endothelial damage in tumors.

*Stroma*: We know little about how paclitaxel might affect tumor stromal cells and the signals they send.

*Leukocytes*: These cells depend on microtubules for many aspects of their biology, including organelle transport and chemotaxis. Paclitaxel has complex effects on leukocytes, and there is some evidence that it enhances the ability of the immune system to kill cancer cells ([@B14]). Tumor-associated macrophages are very common in solid tumors, where they are believed to mostly help the cancer by enhancing tumor growth and metastasis ([@B9]). Paclitaxel and other chemotherapy drugs could change this situation. Paclitaxel acts directly on mouse macrophages, in concert with inflammatory cytokines, to induce expression of inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), which can act as a weapon to kill cancer cells ([@B23]). Nitric oxide (NO) can react with superoxide (O~2~^−^) to form peroxynitrite (ONOO^−^) when both iNOS and NADPH oxidase are activated in macrophages ([@B6]). Peroxynitrite is more cytotoxic than either nitric oxide or superoxide alone and could play a role in chemotherapy responses. Activated macrophages also secrete inflammatory cytokines that could kill tumor cells directly or summon cytotoxic NK cells. Induction of a cytotoxic phenotype in tumor macrophages by direct action of microtubule-targeting drugs could explain why they show greater antitumor activity than mitosis-specific drugs.

Solution 4: Bystander killing
-----------------------------

By this I mean that a drug acts on a subset of cancer cells in the expected way, which for paclitaxel is to damage or kill cells that enter mitosis. Damaged or dead cells then send some new signal or cause some environment change that causes damage or death to neighboring cancer cells. Bystander killing could occur by direct cancer cell--to--cancer cell signaling. It could also occur indirectly, via the immune system or blood vessels ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, dotted blue line). Bystander effects are well known in radiation biology ([@B21]). Irradiated cells can damage unirradiated neighbors by signals that are transmitted through gap junctions and by secreted factors. DNA damage triggers secretion of inflammatory cytokines, which comprise an important class of bystander signal that can act directly or indirectly via leukocytes ([@B32]). All cytotoxic drugs, including mitosis-arresting drugs ([@B30]), cause DNA damage, so we should expect bystander effects in chemotherapy. Bystander killing cannot obviously explain differences between paclitaxel and kinesin-5 inhibitors unless paclitaxel is simply better at killing dividing cells or damaging their DNA, for which there is some cell culture evidence ([@B36], [@B37]).

Bystander effects caused by inflammatory signaling are probably important in chemotherapy. A recent paper examined the response of a mouse tumor to a DNA-alkylating drug, where the primary drug-induced cell death mechanism was necrosis ([@B13]). Necrotic cell death caused release of the proinflammatory chromatin molecule HMGB1 ([@B2]). This induced massive recruitment and activation of innate immune cells, which was required for tumor regression. Because the drug was ineffective at promoting tumor regression in the absence of inflammatory signaling, tumor cells were presumably killed in large part by leukocytes as a bystander response. The primary drug-induced death mechanism in paclitaxel is apoptosis, which is less proinflammatory than necrosis. However, inflammatory signaling might result if the rate of apoptotic death overwhelmed phagocytic clean-up mechanisms ("secondary necrosis"; [@B38]) or if tumor cells exit mitotic arrest into a senescence-like state ([@B5]) and this triggers cytokine release and immune clearance ([@B47]). Taxane treatment induces massive leukocyte recruitment to drug-responsive tumors in mice ([@B35]) and humans ([@B10]), but it is not clear whether the leukocytes are just cleaning up corpses or playing an active role in therapy. Combining these ideas with solution 3, I speculate that bystander signals from damaged cancer cells could combine with direct action of microtubule-targeting drugs on leukocytes to induce a tumor-killing inflammatory reaction ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, dotted blue arrow).

An extreme form of bystander effect is induction of adaptive immunity by dying cells. Kroemer, Zitvogel, and colleagues argue that the most effective cytotoxic agents may work by promoting "immunogenic cell death," a sequence of cellular events that render dying cancer cells highly immunogenic ([@B18]). Oxaliplatin is an effective trigger of immunogenic death in mice; how paclitaxel acts in this respect is unclear. This exciting potential mechanism harnesses the full power of the immune system to reject the cancer, but its role in current chemotherapy is unclear.

An interesting aspect of bystander effects is their potential for positive feedback. If damage to one tumor cell triggers damage to more than one neighbor, a snowball effect could be set in motion that ends up killing entire tracts of the tumor. Getting this snowball rolling would presumably require some threshold level of direct cell killing by drug, so one could imagine that success versus failure of therapy is balanced on a knife edge. This could help explain large differences in response among patients with similar disease and the need for maximally tolerated drug doses.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
=================

Each of the nonmitotic mechanisms for killing quiescent cells shown as blue arrows in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} would, if true, have important implications for enhancing chemotherapy with existing drugs and designing better future drugs or combinations. They also predict drug resistance mechanisms quite distinct from those usually considered for taxanes, such as tumor cells evolving lack of signaling to immune cells in response to drug or resistance to killing by activated immune cells. Immune-mediated resistance mechanisms could reduce responses to all chemotherapeutics and play a role in the general chemoresistance often seen in advanced cancers. Which, if any, of the mechanisms in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} operates in a particular drug/tumor model could be tested in mice. A confounding issue is that proliferation rates are much higher in mouse models than in human tumors. The response to microtubule-targeting drugs will thus be more dominated by mitosis-dependent mechanisms in mice ([@B19]). Evaluating these mechanisms in humans will be much more challenging but very important. We do not know how cytotoxic chemotherapy drugs work as medicines, and until we do it will be difficult to rationally improve their use and design better ones.

The mechanisms in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} provide an interesting context for addressing two important questions in antimitotic chemotherapy research: why do different microtubule-stabilizing drugs exhibit different clinical activities, and could we develop a mitosis-specific drug with strong anticancer activity? New taxane derivatives (e.g., carbazitaxel) and formulations (e.g., NAB-paclitaxel), as well as different drugs, that inhibit microtubule polymerization dynamics (e.g., ixabepilone, eribulin) have gained approval for cancer treatment recently because they work better than paclitaxel in some indications, and in no case is it clear why ([@B34]). Expression of the drug efflux pump ABCB1 causes paclitaxel resistance in cell culture, and some of the new drugs were developed in part as poor substrates for this pump, but it is not clear that this can explain all the clinical differences. Perhaps these drugs also differ in effects on noncancer cells in tumors.

Mitosis-specific drugs such as kinesin-5 inhibitors have so far lacked strong anticancer activity at the dose limit set by their antiproliferative activity (discussed earlier). If paclitaxel works as a medicine because it both arrests cancer cells in mitosis and, for example, acts directly on tumor macrophages or endothelium, then any drug with only mitosis-specific actions will likely fail. Two exceptions could be imagined---a drug that is delivered specifically to the tumors, and a drug that exploits some cancer-specific defect in mitotic mechanism to cause synthetic lethality while lacking strong antiproliferative activity on normal cells. Identifying exploitable, cancer-specific defects needed for a synthetic lethal antimitotic drug is an exciting goal for mitosis research.
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